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I.

Flare

cool dust

A heave of afternoon light pulls a tulip from the turf, a
bower for locusts, a cup of shells. The farmhouse tilts,
a bent shadow on wheels. In cedar rooms a family is
molded, silent, wrapped in the wire of steel eyes and
stopped voice, romantic ash. This is not my house, my
ghost, my uninvited guest, my lost labor of love, my
thicket or grease, my JPEG gessoed or rawhide suit.
The yellow light throbs like an internal organ — soft
body of an overture to insect sounds — sapling of a
new world — whose future awaits me at the tilting window of my own domestic hut. Perhaps this is my mesh
of hours, my muscular ache, my guardian sash, twist
of rope carved around an old maple trunk, my rod of
power red with anticipatory friction at the edge of an
emerging set of planetary rings. Stained ochre by the air
I pitch forward, a vanilla-scented pear that floats or falls.
In the rattan chair on the front porch by the blistered
boards of the front door a figure of tar watches. Cool
dust sparkles and settles. Shadows have made me visible. An empty wagon flares on the hillside.
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chalice

Found a trophy in the distant dumb luck — me, the
dowager of chance! A sheep in self’s clothing, I threw a
cone of silence over my desk and parceled out the hash:
dream timber, tales of subsistence, true-believer clothing. I filled the groaning catapult and fired to horizon, a
big pairing of what and whatever. In a rain of particulars
walls settled against windows — sanctuary fence posts
— reliquary doorjambs — and me slouched in the armchair reading with the radio on. The back stairs turn
toward the attic in a flush of oak; something pulled the
hidden lever on my cross and made a wheel. Lazily I
stroke my stash. Supine giant, somnolent nest: I bury
my face in your smoldering lap . . . my smoldering face
in your lap . . .
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steeped

A room of thought is wedged between the androgyny of
hair and new leaves gasping for light. Membrane of membrane, skin of my crown. I thought a forest bound by
kinship towers — elusive in the blue glow inside the
gray cloudbank — indigo friction — a hurricane cult
— where his eyes boring over my shoulders fall like hot
breath, gravity failing. He is whirling like a haystack, engineered in twilight, his syllables aquatic, lullaby stutter.
Scale of my scale, raveling hive. A skateboarder rocks
the concrete, cutting the muscle of silence. You, too,
seeping memories, as we spin in place. An epiphyte: a
love nest. Inextricable, shadow for shadow, rhyme for
rhyme.
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